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THOUGHT OF THE DAY
Like the mind-set that places men above women, whites above
blacks, and rich above poor, the mentality that places humans
above nature is dysfunctional delusion. Petra k, kelly
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HAPPY NEW YEAR 2020

“WHO KNEW”??

I’m so glad we took this picture taken before our lives would change forever.
You can feel the camaraderie among neighbors. We were not yet aware that a
new controversial political landscape and the murmurs of a health scare that
would eventually take the lives of loved ones was about to take over the world
as we knew it. We were all innocent bystanders in this picture never suspecting the heavy toll 2020 would take on our everyday lives. Glen Ridge would
eventually close its door to the outside world. All gatherings would be cancelled and neighbors would meet, masks in place , in parking lots at safe distances or on zoom calls. The crisis is not yet over but we lived through it as a
community of friends helping each other every step of the way. The future is
looking better every day. Our collective goal is to resume our social gatherings
slowly in small groups. The vaccines have made us feel safer but caution is
still the word of the day. We made it through the worst of times together.
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A TOAST TO THE PAST & AN EYE TO THE FUTURE
By Bev & Linda
Life & Times was almost ready for printing when several
unforeseen events put it on hold. The photos in this edition are from the end of 2019 and we thought it would
be a welcome sight for most of our readers. Better late
than never.
Since January 2020 the world as we knew it took so many twists and turns
we could hardly keep up. In addition to the political discourse in our country
a global pandemic would take a heartbreaking toll of innocent lives. Our daily
routines of family gatherings, shopping, social events would be discouraged
due to the rapid spread of COVID 19. Wearing masks and social distancing
became the norm. No more hugs, a necessary staple we all need everyday. It
felt as though some evil force put up a giant stop sign with no prior warning.
It’s been several months since the world changed and its time to start thinking about what our future is going to look like. Now with vaccines available
some restrictions will be lifted but adjustments will still have to be made and
creativity will be the answer to keeping families in touch. The older generation needs to embrace using face time, zoom meetings with the help of our
families and friends. Texting is fine but wouldn’t it be nice to bring back the
handwritten note to those we love and miss?
Due to demand most stores deliver and if you need help ordering just ask a
friend with a computer. Instacart delivers within a few hours of ordering. If
dining in at restaurants is still not your thing, many offer delivery or curb
side pick-up.
We have endured the “dark winter” and Glen Ridge was the perfect place to
ride out the storm. A beautiful, quiet neighborhood with great neighbors a
phone call away and a management office willing and able to help .
We hope you enjoy our efforts to put a paper together. It was difficult because we usually have several social events to fill the pages. We wont allow
this terrible pandemic to take its toll on everything that is near and dear to
us. Social distance, wear a mask and wash your hands. Find a safe way to
enjoy visiting with family and friends in small groups. Share a glass of wine
on a lovely spring day with your favorite people. Continue to keep a mask in
your pocket until the “all clear” is given.
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The staff and contributors of Glen Ridge Life & Times wish to thank all our loyal
readers for lo these many years. Our first addition was hot off the presses on November 2009 . Our goal was then; as it is now, to bring a mixture of levity and information to the members of our community. It is a paper of and for the people.
We invite all Glen Ridge members to contribute. We are sad to announce the loss
of our expert proof reader and dear friend, Jane Blanshard. She never failed to
drop whatever she was doing to accommodate us. Our community has lost a valued
and much loved neighbor.
The Hospitality Committee is made up of volunteers who arrange
monthly events and weekly coffee hours. They put out the welcome
mat for all members. They brain storm, they cook, they clean, they
decorate, prep and clean up for every event.
Movie Night was a Friday staple with a loyal following, hosted by
Mollie Kirouac & Cynara Stites. They worked diligently to please everyone. We are looking for new movie buffs to host for 2021 /2022.
Contact Bev Korba in interested.
Men’s Night host is Dick McKee. This group has been going strong
for several years. What happens at Men’s Night stays at Men’s night.
We don’t ask and they don’t tell.
The Glen Ridge Women’s Group is a fun night for all.
Lots of conversation and laughter. Something we sorely
need in our world right now. We don’t have an agenda and
just go with the flow. A perfect opportunity to meet-up with friends you haven't
seen in a while. The menu is pizza for all and BYOB. A $5.00 donation is appreciated but if you forget your wallet it’s ok. Having a good time is all we ask.
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Community events, cont.

Saturday Night is the brain child of Cynthia Wickless. It
has a loyal fan base that meet in the Kremer Room during
the colder months and enjoy the patio in the summer. Attendees bring a snack and it is BYOB. Its like walking to a
comfortable nearby lounge filled with friends.
THIS SATURDAY, May 15th @ 5pm the event will
resume and every Saturday night. If it’s pouring rain it will be cancelled, otherwise we have the canopy roof to protect us.
The Scrabble Game and card group host is Mollie Kirouac.
She welcomes new ideas from members who want
to get away for a few hours in the afternoon to
match their skills with someone of like mind.
The Glen Ridge Garden Club had a very successful
season. Ursula Beschler toured the Glen Ridge campus and
created a plan for each area that needed some color. And
what a job she did. Molly Kirouac & Anna Crawford have taken over where Ursula
left off & can be seen throughout Glen Ridge beautifying our landscape.
The Flag Pole Garden’s sole creator was Steve Daniels. He provided the plants,
mulch and hard work that went into a work of art. Each rock had a single theme
and it has been a focal
point for all to enjoy.
The Curb Garden next
to building 14 garage has
been a work in progress
for several years thanks to
Cynthia Wickless and her
volunteers. They can be
seen on hands and knees
tending to the weeding,
planting and mulching.
Cynthia waved her magic
wand outside the office
and patio and a burst of
color appeared throughout the growing season for all to enjoy.
The Glen Ridge singing group was created by musician Eric
Goldberg. His talent has been an inspiration to those who enjoy getting together with one voice. He and his band of merry men have
performed non grata for the community.
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GLEN RIDGE COOPERATIVE
2019 ANNUAL MEETING

THANK YOU JUNIPER
HILL VILLAGE

STAN—THE MAN

PETER & ANNA

MIKE & URSULA
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Glen Ridge neighbors enjoyed a brunch at Juniper Hill Village to
celebrate another wonderful year together.

JIM

ERICA & SUE

JOANNE & DAVID

DICK & KATHY

CHUN HSUI & HENRY
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DOT

NORMA & LORRAINE

CAROL & LOIS

CARYL
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A Proper Guide To Aging
By Glenda Ridgely

As we age choosing the right friends is as important as breathing. Only

fraternize with those who challenge your mind & are good listeners.. Stay
away from toxic people who have nothing better to do but ruin your day.
Confrontation was easier in our youth but only raises the blood pressure
now.

Be a good neighbor. Only enter someone’s home when invited and resist making comments about choices in decorating. Help when needed otherwise mind your own business.

Don’t be the loudest in the room. Be a good listener even when you know

the other person is full of beans. Just smile and nod like you are interested.

Don’t be a copycat. Us your own creative juices to define yourself.
DO NOT tell your life story when someone asks you how you are feeling.
They really don’t want to know. They have their own problems but were
brought up to be polite.

Don’t describe someone in an older community as having grey hair and

glasses. We all look like that. More information is needed especially when
dealing with law enforcement.

Don’t get all riled up when things are misplaced.

Our homes

are small and everything shows up eventually.

next page >>>>>>>>
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A Proper Guide, cont.

DO NOT ride with someone who forgets where they are going or comes
home from a trip with unknown articles of clothing or vegetation on the
car.

and
DO NOT use candles to enhance a romantic dinner. Matches
absent minded seniors are a bad combination. Adequate
electric lighting is an essential part of a safe household.

Avoid embarrassing moments by learning the difference between the TV
remote and your cell phone.

PLEASE do not make your guests sit through a recap of your recent vaca-

tion pictures. They really don’t care where you went or who went with you
and you risk having to sit through the boring details of their last excursion.

Write all your senior moments in a journal so that your children can have a
glimpse into their futures.

If your neighbor asks to borrow something don’t expect to get it back. They
will forget they asked and think that you are trying to take advantage of
them. We all are a little paranoid as we age.

It takes 43 muscles to frown and 17 to smile, so do yourself a favor and let

the Persian adage “this too shall pass” become your motivation for a stress
free life.
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HALLOWEEN, GLEN RIDGE STYLE 2019
Decorations courtesy of Lorraine Foster

JOANNE & MOLLY

ERICA & SUSANNA
LORRAINE & DOT

KATHY & DICK
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HENRY & CHUN HSUI

CAREEN

PHYLLIS & HERB

CYNARA & KEN
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SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER (SAD)
Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) is a type of depression that’s related to changes
in seasons—SAD begins and ends at about the same times every year. If you’re
like most people with SAD, your symptoms start in the fall and continue into the
winter months, sapping your energy and making you feel moody. Less often,
SAD causes depression in the spring and early summer.
Treatment for SAD may include light therapy (phototherapy), medications and
psychotherapy. Don’t brush off that yearly feeling as simply a case of the “winter
blues” or a seasonal funk that you have to tough out on your own. Take steps to
keep your mood and motivation steady throughout the year.
SYMPTOMS
In most cases. SAD symptoms appear during late fall ore early winter and go
away during the sunnier days of spring and summer. Less commonly, people
with the opposite pattern have symptoms that begin in spring and summer. In
either case, symptoms may start out mild and become more severe as the season
progresses.
 Feeling depressed most of the day, nearly every day.
 Losing interest in activities you once enjoyed.
 Having low energy.
 Having problems with sleeping.
 Experiencing changes in appetite or

weight.
 Feeling sluggish or agitated.
 Having difficulty concentrating.
 Feeling hopeless, worthless or guilty.
 Having frequent thoughts of death or suicide.
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Symptoms specific to winter-onset SAD, sometimes called winter depression, may include :
 Oversleeping
 Appetite changes, especially a craving for foods high in carbohydrates.
 Weight gain.
 Tiredness or low energy.

CAUSES
The Specific cause of SAD remains unknown. Some factors may come into play include:
 Your biological clock (circadian rhythm). The reduced level of sun-

light in fall and winter may cause winter-onset SAD. The decrease in sunlight may disrupt your body’s internal clock and lead to feelings of depression.

 Serotonin levels. A drop in serotonin, a brain chemical

(neurotransmitter) that affects mood, might play a role in SAD. Reduced
sunlight can cause a drop in serotonin that may trigger depression.

 Melatonin levels. The change in season can disrupt the balance of the

body’s level of melatonin, which plays a role in sleep patterns and moods.

WHEN TO SEE A DOCTOR
It’s normal to have some days when you feel down. But if you feel down for
days at a time and you can’t get motivated to do activities you normally enjoy,
see your doctor. This is especially important if your sleep patterns and appetite have changed, you turn to alcohol for comfort or relaxation, or you feel
hopeless or think about suicide.
More information can be found on the web. https://
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/seasonal-affectivedisorder/symptoms-causes/syc
Editors note. Someone in my family recommended a therapy light. They are
sold on Amazon.
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CLIR

LIFELONG LEARNING IN RETIREMNET
(in collaboration with UCONN extension)

All the Winter classes have been recorded and the
Spring classes can be found at http://
clir.uconn.edu
For more updated information about this important
program for seniors contact Kathy McKee,
km.ckee@snt.net or call her @ 860-477-0928.
CLIR provides meaningful and serious intellectual activities for
retirees and other adults from all walks of life. There are no
academic requirements. The speakers are
excellent. They hope to go hybrid for the fall term, but that
will depend on the coronavirus. Enjoy!

Having trouble with your computer?

A personal view from Bev Korba …...

Recently, I had problems with my computer and so did the Glen Ridge office.
Rob quickly came to the rescue and solved all of them. Check out his web site
www.robscomputercare.com The next time, and unfortunately there will be,
keep his name in mind 860-463-4134 or e-mail: rob@robscomputercare.com

* Would anyone like to have Rob come and visit here some afternoon in the Kremer

Room and ask him questions about your computer etc. ? He is willing to do this if we
have enough folks interested and
will come. Let me know.
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A BIG “WELCOME” TO OUR NEW MEMBERS !
Since our last Newspaper was published a lot of new folks have joined the
community. We’d like to take this opportunity to Welcome them …..
Building #1
Building #3
Building #4
Building #5
Building #7
Building #12
Building #14

Unit 12 Silo Rd. West
Unit 3-C
Unit 4-A
Unit 5-B
Unit 5-C
Unit 7-B
Unit 12-A
Unit 12-C
Unit 12-D
Unit 14-A
Unit 14-D

Clark Doane
Charles Iadaresta
Lee Salina
George Salazar
Dan & Carol Strebig
Thomas Hyde
William Strand
Ruth Smith
Nancy Manzi
Hildie Kraus
Katherine Nash

Slowly but surely the Glen Ridge community will get back to offering social
events. We have been in COVID jail long enough. With vaccinations and
small get togethers we can all work our way back to the life we once enjoyed. The first order of business will be to have a welcoming party for our
new neighbors. Take your time entering this new world of ours. The patio
chairs are out for those wanting to sit with friends. Enjoy our beautiful New
England spring.
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PANDEMIC SHENANIGANS
By Lorraine Foster
When asked to write about how I have dealt with this past year, I thought about
the Christmas letter that I wrote after our annual tree decorating on Thanksgiving. It was about adjusting to living alone for the first time in my life with the
support of family and friends.
The remodel of my kitchen had been well underway when the pandemic started. The final touch was the soapstone and farm sink that was installed on the
last day workmen were allowed in private homes. That was a very exciting day.
My friend that designed and made all the cabinets also made the trellis bench
that is in the flower bed. He also texts me with words of encouragement and to
make sure I am o.k.
As spring rolled around, so did my gardens. I do have a helper that cleans for
me and also works in the gardens, as I no longer do very much physical work. I
just supervise. I also am co-adviser of one of the gardens on the lawn of The
Knowlton Hall in Ashford. We had been able to have outside garden club meetings during the warm weather and a few zoom meetings when it got cooler.
In late April, my good friend actually picked dandelions for me and brought
them and the other ingredients to me for my dandelion wine. Of course, he enjoyed the two big bottles I gave him!
Summer was a time to work in my deck vegetable garden, work on crafts, and
get together with friends while staying safe wearing masks and keeping a good
distance.. We especially enjoyed eating at the picnic tables at The Wooden
Spoon in Ashford. We brought our own table cloth and decorations as well as
wine glasses and dandelion wine. Sometimes we would order takeout and take
our meal to one of our homes to eat outside.
As the summer progressed, I decided to make luminaries from some of the
gourds that my brother had grown many years ago. I had made some the previous year but they were plain cutouts. Those went well at the Library wine tasting last year.
More Pandemic Shenanigans >>>>>>>
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Pandemic Shenanigans, continued..
The new ones have cutouts plus seed decoration. I have also made some planters. They are coming out real nice and as a member of the Ashford Arts Council I have been invited to show them at the Holiday art show this next Nov.
As fall approached and days began to get shorter the personal contact decreased as we do not care to drive after dark. Then came Zoom for the garden
club meetings, the Ashford Arts Council, and for church. There is also e-mail
voting and business for the friends of the library.

Creeping along into December and the Christmas season, my grandson from
Portland, OR visted. He stayed quarantined in his mothers’ basement room for
two weeks. I spent some time with him after that. It was great to have Christmas with Cheryl, Laurel, and Justin (daughters and grandson).
Sometime in late winter, my garden partner texted me that she was feeling depressed and did not know what to do. I told her what my mother use to say to
me when I appeared down and miserable. “Put that chin up and enjoy the
world. Things will get better.” After a while I received another text. My friend
said,” I put my chin up toward the ceiling and my shoulders relaxed and it released my tension! I feel so much better.” After that I made her a garden Luminary to remind her to keep that chin up and love the world. Let’s all keep our
chins up and remember there is a bright side.

GLEN RIDGE WEEKLY COFFEE SOCIAL
RESUMES

>>>>>>>>>>>>>

The Wednesday afternoon coffee Social will begin again on
Wednesday, May 12th on the community room patio.
The Hospitality Committee is up and ready to serve up those great treats
every Wednesday. If they should need to cancel due to weather conditions an
e-mail will go out on that day to notify you. Hope to see you soon! You were
missed.
This is something to look forward to………….
The Hospitality Committee will be planning, at their next
Meeting, a community-wide event for the end of June.
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“CONGRATULATIONS CHUN HSUI AND HENRY”
The Glen Ridge Community is happy to announce the
marriage of Chun Hsui and Henry Millman on May 8,
2021. They have been both our friends and neighbors for
sometime and we share in their celebration of a loving
and lasting relationship. They have given us a gift of
hope for a better future.
The smiles on their faces reminds us that dreams still come true.
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THE WOODEN SPOON
There is a wonderful little restaurant located in Ashford called “The Wooden Spoon”.
It is located on Route 44 just past the intersection of Route 74. If you are headed east,
it is on the right beyond an abandoned gas station with an interesting mural. There is
parking in front and also a parking lot beside the attached Spirit Shop.
As I mentioned in “Pandemic Shenanigans” there is outside seating in warm weather.
There are tables in front and also some past the drive-through window. During the
daytime people may also dine inside. There is also take-out.

The Wooden Spoon is open Tuesday through Saturday from
6:00-12:45 for breakfast and lunch. It is open on Thursday and
Friday evenings from 5:00 to 8:00. But for the time being dinner is only available as take-out. This must be ordered in advance (860-429-3825). The menu may be found by Googling
“THE WOODEN SPOON”
The Wooden Spoon.” The Thursday special is always posted on
Wednesday mornings. It is a good idea to call in your order a
little after 11:00 in order to lock in a
time you may pick up.

The breakfast menu has wide variety of goodies. I often enjoy
poached eggs, but today I actually had French Crepes with
cream cheese, blueberries and whipped cream. They were
yummmmmmy! I think I will try the special raspberry, cream
cheese and fruit French toast the next time.
At lunch time there is always a delicious soup, as well as an assortment of burgers,
wraps, sandwiches and salads. You may also order breakfast.
Now for my most favorite time: Friday evening. The special is always fish and chips
with coleslaw or steamed En-Papillite. They go to Boston for fresh fish at 4:00 on Friday morning. There is a choice of Cod or Haddock. There is also a large menu with
fantastic sauces and sides. They offer an assortment of dinners, salads, burgers and
much more. Besides the fish, my other favorite is the portobello
mushroom platter!
Bon Appetit! – Lorraine Foster
* The Wooden Spoon now takes credit cards as well as cash.
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Relive Those Beautiful Moments
Life is full of twists and turns. We encounter many
unexpected events in our life; some of them cheerful
and some of them devastating.
Some of the events are so pleasant that we cherish
them for rest of our lives. They are like those beautiful flowers which we like to put in our book while
turning its pages. They are like those beautiful dreams which we see with open
eyes. They are like the view of a rainbow in the rainy season. They become our
dearest treasure. So if we possess such a wonderful asset why not make use of it?
Why not relive those beautiful moments and let their lovely fragrance fill our dull
moments? It can prove to be an amazing therapy to rejuvenate the inert period of
life.
Just soak yourself, once again, in those warm memories that still make your heart
skip a beat. Sit back and rest your head and play on those sequences of events
which give your life a glittering touch. Visualize those pretty scenes in front of your
eyes and slowly enter there to live it once again. And don't mistake it for being nostalgic. Rather take it as a way out for busting your stress out.
When your mind is over-worked and you need a little time off from all the surroundings, just step in that retro journey. Maybe it was your college time when you and
your friends used to chill life so carelessly or the time when that feeling of love first
stepped in your life and how you romanced life with your beloved. Perhaps it was a
success on the professional frontier or it could be your marriage, or the birth of
your first baby, or a reunion with an old friend. And when you think of those moments, knowing you have been part of such a wonderful and pleasant occurrence,
suddenly you will feel a flow of energy in your veins.
When something terrible happens in life, it teaches us some tough lesson, making
us stronger and wiser. But when something blissful happens in our life, it tells how
life is full of joys, how blessed we are to be given a chance to live it. Those moments become our strength in droning times.
So take lively and colorful leaves of your own life, when passing through autumn's
period of mood.
--- Copyright © 2008 Grace Nisha
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RESTURANT REVIEWS
By Kathy McKee

Cornerstone Nutrition on Main St. in Coventry, next to Wicked Pizza (which is
the best pizza in CT) and down the street from Dimitri's. They offer a wide variety of
shakes, and specialty teas that will amaze you. It was even better than our beloved
UConn Dairy Bar, and low calorie to boot! I had the pralines and cream shake, a small
size, which is $8 plus tax and tip, and would easily take the place of lunch for any woman. It was only 250 calories! Dick had a medium dulce de leche plus a caramel swirl
which would satisfy any larger appetite at $10 and only 350 calories. We will go back
to try their wide selection of teas which are of so many flavors it's hard for a tea lover to
choose. The attached dining room is all UConn basketball related, and they even have
one of Rebecca Lobo's uniform tops, #50, on display. There is outdoor seating to the
right of Wicked Pizza.
Other restaurants now opening with outside dining include:
* Spring Hill Cafe, Rt. 195 in Storrs
* Dog Lane in Storrs Center
* Willimantic Brewing Co. on Main St. in Willimantic
* Farmer's Cow, across from the East Brook Mall, outdoor seating, and

senior discount on Tuesday
* Dairy Queen in Willimantic.
I have lived across the street from a DQ through my college years at Gannon University in
Erie, PA, as well as my MLS at Pitt, and now in Willimantic. I highly recommend the Buster
Bar, to which I have been addicted to for over 50 years. All DQ's around the country have
them. They're treats on a stick, made of ice milk with alternating layers of chocolate fudge and
peanuts and covered in chocolate. They are 490 calories but worth every bite. They will cure
you of any distress, whether physical or mental.
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The Glen Ridge Little Lending Library

The lending library is the brain child of our neighbor &
friend Jean Sawicki. Her creation has been a big success during the Covid 19 lockdown. Thank you to all the
generous members who donated books . The selections
grown bigger every week. If you haven’t come down to
the Kremer Room to check the books out, you should.
We’ve heard great reviews. Wouldn’t be surprised if
your favorite author is waiting for you.

